Background: Test case (TC) selection is considered a hard problem, due to the high number of possible combinations to consider. Search-based optimization strategies arise as a promising way to treat this problem, as they explore the space of possible solutions (subsets of TCs), seeking the solution that best satisfies the given test adequacy criterion. The TC subsets are evaluated by an objective function, which must be optimized. In particular, we focus on multi-objective optimization (MOO) search-based strategies, which are able to properly treat TC selection problems with more than one test adequacy criterion. Methods: In this paper, we proposed two MOO algorithms (BMOPSO-CDR and BMOPSO-CDRHS) and present experimental results comparing both with two baseline algorithms: NSGA-II and MBHS. The experiments covered both structural and functional testing scenarios.
Background
This work addresses a currently very relevant issue in our industrialized society: the quality of the software embedded in products being offered to customers, ranging from a simple cell phone or a microwave oven to cars. Clearly, in competitive markets, companies which develop poorquality products may quickly lose their customers. Yet, there are several situations in which software failure may cost lives, such as in the aircraft industry. Hence, software companies and organizations which embed softwarecontrolled elements in their products must undergo every effort to drastically reduce and preferably eliminate any defects [1] .
In order to increase the quality of products, companies perform software testing activities, aiming to detect faults in the software through its execution [2] . The related literature presents two main approaches for software (SW) testing: structural (white box) and functional (black box) testing. Structural testing investigates the behavior of the software through directly accessing its code. Functional testing, in turn, investigates whether the software functionalities of the final product are responding/behaving as expected without using knowledge about the code [3] .
In both approaches, the testing process relies on the (manual or automatic) generation and execution of one or more test suites (TSs). Each TS consists of a set of (related) test cases and has a different goal. A test case (TC), in turn, consists of "a set of inputs, execution conditions, and a set pass/fail conditions" [3] .
The testing process usually deploys some SW metrics to help determining the state of the SW or the adequacy of the testing itself. Each testing approach deploys different metrics (quantitative measures) to evaluate the quality of a test suite (or of the testing process as a whole) [4] .
For structural testing, the most commonly used metric is code coverage, which reveals the amount of source code that is exercised by a particular test suite. Examples of code coverage metrics are statement, branch, condition, path, and function coverage. It is possible to deploy more than one coverage criteria to measure the percentage of code executed by the test suite.
Within the functional approach, the metrics vary according to the adopted testing method (e.g., specification-based testing, use case testing, model-based testing, among others) [1] . In the functional specificationbased testing, test cases are created based on the SW requirements and (formal) specifications. This metric is known as requirement coverage. Similarly, for use case testing, the used metric is use case coverage.
As already mentioned, the above cited metrics can be used to evaluate the adequacy of a test suite to exercise a particular SW, with respect to the chosen coverage criterion. As such, they are usually named as test adequacy criteria or even more precisely coverage-based test adequacy criterion [5] . A test suite is considered adequate to exercise a given SW when it provides the desired coverage of the chosen test adequacy criterion. In fact, we seek TSs which fully satisfy the adequacy criterion, with the idea that they would assure a satisfactory level of fault detection. 1 It is worth mentioning that the same test suite may be considered adequate to test a SW regarding a particular criterion and not adequate to test the same SW under a different criterion. For instance, consider a white box testing scenario which uses statement coverage as adequacy criterion. In this case, an adequate TS would be expected to exercise 100 % of the code statements at least once. However, if the adopted metric is path coverage, an adequate TS would be expected to exercise all possible paths in the SW at least once.
Note that, in real testing sets, it is not always possible (due to any testing environment constraints) to test 100 % of the code. In such cases, testers tend to establish less ambitious adequacy criteria, such as testing 90 or 80 % of the code. Now looking at the testing process as a whole, we note that some of its activities may be very time consuming when manually performed. First of all, the manual creation of test cases can be very complex, due to the number of TC combinations to be considered. Yet, in order to provide test suites which fully attend the adopted adequacy criterion, testers usually produce very large TSs, which also impacts on the time needed to fully execute them. Finally, the results obtained with the execution of each TC must be analyzed.
Clearly, this is an expensive and time-consuming process, which may reach about 40 % of total costs involved in software development [6] . As such, automation emerges as the key solution for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the testing process, as well as to reduce its costs.
We can cite here strategies and tools for the automatic generation of test suite from some given software specification (e.g., Autolink [7] , TaRGeT [8] , and LTSBT [9] ). Although they speed up the test generation process, these tools/strategies tend to generate very large TSs (regardless the adopted TC generation approach), in order to fully satisfy the adopted test adequacy criterion. However, as mentioned above, the execution of large TSs is a very expensive task, demanding a great deal of the company's available resources (time and execution team) [10] .
Fortunately, it is possible to identify in large TSs redundant TCs concerning a requirement or piece of code (i.e., two or more TCs covering the same requirement or piece of code). Thus, we can envision ways to reduce the TSs in order to fit the available resources without seriously compromising the coverage of the adequacy criterion and thus the quality of the testing process.
The task of reducing a test suite based on a selection criterion is known as test case selection. Given an input TS, TC selection aims to find a relevant TC subset regarding the adopted test adequacy criterion, such that the test cases that do not improve the reduced TS coverage can be eliminated. Clearly, the selection criterion relies upon the coverage of the adopted adequacy criterion.
Test case selection
TC selection can be manually or automatically performed. Nevertheless, manual selection is very time consuming, as a huge number of TC combinations must be considered when searching for an adequate TC subset. Besides, it depends upon a human expert's previous knowledge (the test engineer). As such, it does not always preserve the coverage of the test adequacy criterion [11] .
Thus, we investigate here strategies to automate this task. We can identify in the related literature several techniques/strategies for automatic TC selection. On one side, we count on deterministic approaches, among which we cite: data flow analysis [12] , symbolic execution [13] , dynamic partitioning [14] , control flow graphs [15] , textual differences in the code [16] , model-based testing [17] , and TC selection based on a similarity functions [11] . The main problem with these approaches is that they may be inappropriate when dealing with large TSs, since the computational cost may be prohibitive [18, 19] .
In this light, we turn our attention to search-based strategies, which according to [20] is a more promising way to treat the TC selection problem. These techniques explore the space of possible solutions (subsets of TCs), seeking the solution (reduced TS) that best attends the given test adequacy criterion.
Unlike the deterministic strategies, these search-based techniques are able to deal with large TSs at a feasible cost, delivering very good TC subsets regarding test adequacy criterion coverage. We will detail this approach in what follows, since the present work developed search-based solutions for the TC selection problem.
Search-based test case selection
When analyzing the available search-based strategies, we initially disregard random search since, when dealing with large and complex search spaces, random choices seldom deliver a good TC subset regarding the adopted test adequacy criterion.
On the other extreme, we have the exhaustive (bruteforce) search strategies, aiming to determine the best reduced TS by enumerating all possible solutions. However, they may be unfeasible for large TSs, due to the high computational cost to evaluate all possible TC combinations [19] .
We then focus our attention on more sophisticated optimization techniques [21] , such as simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and particle swarm optimization (PSO). These techniques deal with problems in which there is usually a large set of possible solutions (i.e., a large search space). The quality of a solution in a search space is evaluated by an application-specific objective function, which has to be optimized. Optimization techniques aim to find, in a reasonable time, good solutions in terms of the objective function.
In our context, solutions in the search space are TC subsets. The objective function to be optimized measures the coverage of adopted test adequacy criterion offered by each solution. The optimization technique iteratively explores the search space of TC subsets, looking for a solution with highest coverage of the given test adequacy criterion [22, 23] .
Note that when the TC selection problem involves more than one test adequacy criterion, the search strategy should deploy one objective function to each different adequacy criterion. These cases are properly treated by multi-objective optimization techniques. 2 It is worth mentioning here the test environments which must deal with restrictions, such as the available time to execute the TS (see [20] ). In such cases, the above cited techniques can also be successfully deployed; however they may reflect the search restriction in some way. Our previous work using PSO falls within this case [23, 24] . In those works, we formulated the TC selection problem as a constrained optimization task in which the objective function to be optimized concerns the functional requirements coverage, and the execution effort is used as a constraint in the search process.
Multi-objective optimization TC selection
So far, few works have investigated the use of multiple selection criteria. Some approaches to this problem combine the existing selection criteria into a unique objective function using weights or some other heuristics [25] [26] [27] .
The main drawbacks of these works are the following: (1) they demand a human expert or previous knowledge in order to set a priori appropriate weights to the multiple criteria or to create heuristics to combine them; and (2) they do not offer to the tester a set of (optional) solutions in terms of the search objective functions, so that tester would have the flexibility to choose the solution that best fits the current testing context.
Considering the above scenario, recent studies have investigated the use of multi-objective optimization (MOO) strategies by mapping each existing selection criterion into a different search objective function.
These works use concepts of Pareto optimization [21] , returning to the tester a set of solutions which are nondominated considering the objective functions. This way, the tester/final user is able to verify the relations among the varied objectives and choose the solution that best fits the available resources for test execution. Examples of works within this approach are [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , which in its majority adopted evolutionary techniques.
Overview of the developed work
Following this new and promising trend, our current work proposed two MOO algorithms for multi-objective TC selection: (1) the Binary Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization with Crowding Distance and Roullete Wheel (BMOPSO-CDR) and (2) a hybrid version (BMOPSO-CDRHS) which combines the BMOPSO-CDR with the Harmony Search (HS) algorithm. Each algorithm provides to the user a set of solutions (test suites) with different combinations of the objective's values. The user may then choose the solution that best fits the available resources. It is important to highlight that, although the focus of our research is the TC selection problem, the proposed algorithms can also be applied to MOO in other contexts.
The motivation of our work is twofold. First, we aimed to investigate the use of multi-objective PSO and HS techniques to the problem of TC selection, which has not been deeply investigated yet. The HS algorithm [37] has drawn more attention from search-based community due to its excellent characteristics such as easy implementation and good optimization ability. But, to the best of our knowledge, only our previous work [38] investigated the HS algorithm in the context of TC selection. Second, we aimed to investigate the use of hybrid techniques in our problem. Hybrid optimization techniques have achieved very good results but in different applications. We expected to achieve good results in the TC selection problem as well, by combining two competitive optimization approaches. Therefore, this is a promising study area that we will explore further.
In [38] , we presented the preliminary experiments which evaluated the proposed algorithms. In the current work, we provide a more detailed description of the algorithms as well as a deeper experimental analysis. In order to consider a more diverse set of experiments, we addressed both structural and functional testing, different from [38] which addressed only structural testing. For structural testing, the experiments were performed here using five programs (flex, grep, gzip, sed, and space) from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) programs [39] . For functional testing, in turn, two suites from the context of a Motorola mobile device were adopted. The proposed algorithms optimized two objectives simultaneously: maximize branch coverage (structural testing) or functional requirement coverage (functional testing) while minimizing execution cost (time). We point out that it is not the purpose of this work to discuss which objectives are more important for the TC selection problem. Branch coverage and functional requirement coverage are likely good candidates for assessing the quality of a TS, and execution time is one realistic measure of cost.
In the experiments, we initially investigated the influence of the HS parameters on the performance of the proposed algorithms. Following, the proposed algorithms were compared to two baselines: (1) the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [40] ; (2) the MultiObjective Binary Harmony Search Algorithm (MBHS) [41] . The proposed hybrid algorithm achieved a statistically significant gain in performance compared to the baselines.
The following section ("Methods") will introduce a formalization of the problem being tackled here. The proposed algorithms will be described in detail. The subsequent section ("Results and discussion") will present the experiments performed to evaluate the proposed algorithms, discussing the obtained results. Finally, we have the conclusions and future directions of research.
Methods
In the current work, we proposed new MOO algorithms for the problem of TC selection with multiple criteria. An MOO problem considers a set of k objective functions
where x is an individual solution for the problem being solved. The output of an MOO algorithm is usually a population of non-dominated solutions considering the objective functions. Formally, let x and x be two different solutions. We say that x dominates x (denoted by x ≺ x ) if x is better than x for at least one objective function and x is not worse than x for any objective function. x is said to be not dominated if there is no other solution x i in the current population, such that x i ≺ x. The set of non-dominated solutions in the objective space returned by an MOO algorithm is known as Pareto frontier [21] .
As said, we proposed to solve the problem of TC selection with multiple criteria by the hybridization of PSO and HS techniques. The PSO algorithm is a populationbased search approach, inspired by the behavior of birds' flocks [42] and has shown to be a simple and efficient algorithm compared to other search techniques, including for instance the widespread genetic algorithms [43] . The basic PSO algorithm starts its search process with a random population (also called swarm) of particles. Each particle represents a candidate solution for the problem being solved and it has four main attributes:
1. the position (t) in the search space (each position represents an individual solution for the optimization problem); 2. the current velocity (v), indicating a direction of movement in the search space; 3. the best position (t) found by the particle (the memory of the particle); 4. the best position (ĝ) found by the particle's neighborhood (the social guide of the particle).
For a number of iterations, the particles fly through the search space, being influenced by their own experiencet and by the experience of their neighborsĝ. Particles change position and velocity continuously, aiming to reach better positions and to improve the considered objective functions.
Problem formulation
In this work, the particle's positions were defined as binary vectors representing candidate subsets of TCs to be applied in the software testing process. Let T = {T 1 , . . . , T n } be a test suite with n test cases. A particle's position is defined as t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ), in which t j ∈ {0, 1} indicates the presence (1) or absence (0) of the test case T j within the subset of selected TCs.
As said, two objective functions were adopted: coverage (branch or functional requirements) and execution cost. The coverage (function to be maximized) consists of the ratio (in percentage) between the amount of code branches or functional requirements covered by a solution t in comparison to the amount of covered by T. Formally, let C = {C 1 , . . . , C k } be a given set of k branches/functional requirements covered by the original suite T. Let F(T j ) be a function that returns the subset of branches/functional requirements in C covered by the individual test case T j . The coverage of a solution t is given by:
In Eq. (1), t j =1 {F(T j )} is the union of branches/ functional requirement subsets covered by the selected test cases (i.e., T j for which t j = 1).
The execution cost (function to be minimized) represents the amount of time required to execute the selected suite. Formally, each test case T j ∈ T has a cost score c j . The total cost of a solution t is given by:
Finally, the proposed algorithms are used to deliver a good Pareto frontier regarding the objective functions C_Coverage and Cost.
The BMOPSO-CDR algorithm
The BMOPSO-CDR was firstly presented in [44] . It uses an External Archive (EA) to store the non-dominated solutions found by the particles during the search process. See [44] for more details of BMOPSO-CDR algorithm.
The following summarizes the BMOPSO-CDR:
1. Randomly initialize the swarm, evaluate each particle according to the considered objective functions, and then store in the EA the particles' positions that are non-dominated solutions; 2. WHILE stop criterion is not verified DO (a) Compute the velocity v of each particle as:
where ω represents the inertia factor; r 1 and r 2 are random values in the interval [0,1]; C 1 and C 2 are constants. The social guide (ĝ) is defined as one of the non-dominated solutions stored in the current EA and it is selected by using the Roulette Wheel. (b) Compute the new position t of each particle for each dimension t j as:
where r 3 is a random number sampled in the interval [0,1] and sig(v j ) is defined as:
(c) Use the mutation operator as proposed by [45] ; (d) Evaluate each particle of the swarm and update the solutions stored in the EA; (e) Update the particle's memoryt; 3. END WHILE and return the current EA as the Pareto frontier.
The BCMOPSO-CDRHS algorithm
The Harmony Search algorithm (see [37] ) is inspired by the musical process of searching for a perfect harmony. It imitates the musician seeking to find pleasing harmony determined by an aesthetic standard, just as the optimization process seeks to find a global optimal solution determined by an objective function [46] . The harmonies in music are analogous to the points in a search space, and the musician's improvisations are analogous to search operators in optimization techniques [47] . HS has been successfully applied to several discrete optimization problems [41, 46, 47] . The HS algorithm starts by creating random harmonies (solutions) and storing them into a set called harmony memory (HM). The HM is used, during all the optimization process, to store the best harmonies found by the algorithm. After the initialization of the HM, the improvisation begins and it is controlled by three operators 3 :
1. Harmony memory considering operator (HMCO): it creates a new harmony from a current one by exchanging components (dimensions) from the other HM members. The HMCO is adopted with a probability defined by the parameter harmony memory considering rate (HMCR). This operator controls the balance between the exploration and exploitation when performing the improvisation; 2. Random selection operator (RSO): it randomly changes a component of a harmony to generate a new one. It is also controlled by the HMCR, in such a way that the probability of randomly changing a harmony component is 1 -HMCR; 3. Pitch adjustment operator (PAO): controls when a harmony will suffer a pitch adjustment (analogous to a local search mechanism) after HMCO. The PAO is always performed after HMCO with a probability defined by the pitch adjustment rate (PAR).
At the end of the improvisation, if the new harmony obtained after applying the operators is better than the worst harmony in the HM, it will be stored into the HM and the worst harmony is removed. This process continues until a stop criterion is reached. As an alternative to the sequential update of the HM, one could also apply the parallel update strategy (see [46] for more details). In this strategy, a number of NGC new harmonies are generated before updating the HM. The sequential strategy is a special case (i.e., when NGC = 1).
In order to create the hybrid BCMOPSO-CDRHS, we adapted the Discrete Harmony Search algorithm from [46] . In our work, the HM corresponds to the EA (each particle is treated as a harmony) and, hence there is no need to initialize the HM. The HS operators will be applied to the particles produced in the end of each PSO iteration, i.e., we introduced the HS improvisation process after the step (e) of the main loop (2) of BMOPSO-CDR. For each PSO particle, we create NGC new solutions t by applying the improvisation operator as follows:
1. For each dimension of a harmony DO
where t j is j th component to update in the harmony; 
where r 3 is a random value in the interval [0,1]; G j is the j th element of the best solution stored in HM.
Since we deal with multiple objective functions, there is no best single solution in the HM. Hence, we used the Roulette Wheel with Crowding Distance 4 (from BMOPSO-CDR) in order to select G that will be the same used for all new candidate harmonies.
2. Update the HM (EA) by adding the non-dominated created harmonies and by removing the dominated solutions from HM. The improvisation process is repeated for 20 5 iterations.
Results and discussion
This section presents the experiments performed in order to evaluate the search algorithms implemented in this work. In addition to the aforementioned algorithms, we also implemented the well-known NSGA-II algorithm [40] , and the only (to the best of our knowledge) proposed Multi-Objective Binary Harmony Search (MBHS) algorithm [41] . These algorithms were implemented in order to compare whether our proposed algorithms are competitive as multi-objective optimization techniques. As said, the developed methods were evaluated in two different scenarios: for structural testing and for functional testing, which will be described as follows.
Structural testing
For the structural testing scenario the experiments were performed using five programs (flex, grep, gzip, sed, space) from the Software-Artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [39] , which are commonly adopted as benchmarks for experiments. Flex, grep, gzip, and sed are unix utilities obtained from the Gnu site. The space program, from the European Space Agency, is an interpreter for an array definition language (ADL). The space program has several test suites, hence we choose one of the suites with most code coverage. For the other SIR programs, we choose the largest available suite. Details about these programs can be observed on Table 1 .
Since there is no cost information for these suites, we estimated the execution cost of each TC by using the Valgrind profiling tool [48] , as proposed in [30] . TC execution time is hard to measure accurately since it involves many external parameters that can affect the execution time, such as a different hardware, application software, and operating system. In order to circumvent these issues, we used Valgrind, which executes the program binary code in an emulated, virtual CPU [30] . The computational cost of each test case was measured by counting the number of virtual instruction codes executed by the emulated environment. These counts allow to argue that they are directly proportional to the cost of the TC execution. Additionally, for the same reasons, we computed the branch coverage information by using the profiling tool gcov from the GNU compiler gcc (also proposed in [30] ).
Functional testing
For the functional testing scenario, we used two test suites (integration and regression) from the context of mobile devices 6 . For the functional testing selection, we selected two test suites related to mobile devices: an integration suite (IS), which is focused on testing whether the various features of a mobile device can work together, i.e., whether the integration of the features behaves as expected; and a regression suite (RS), which is aimed at testing whether updates to a specific main feature (e.g., the message feature) have not introduced faults into the already developed (and previously tested) feature functionalities. Both suites have 80 TCs, each one representing a functional testing scenario. Contrarily to the structural suites, where each suite is intended to test the related program almost as whole, the used functional suites are related to a much more complex environment. Hence, just a little portion of the mobile device operational system is tested. The cost to execute each test case of the functional suite was measured by the Test Execution Effort Estimation Tool, developed by [49] . The effort represents the cost (in time) needed to manually execute each test case on a particular mobile device. Each TC has annotated which requirements it covers, thus we used this information in order to calculate the functional requirement coverage.
Metrics
In our experiments, we evaluated the results (i.e., the Pareto frontiers) obtained by the algorithms, for each test suite, according to four different quality metrics usually adopted in the literature of multi-objective optimization. The following metrics were adopted in this paper, each one considering a different aspect of the Pareto frontier.
1. Hypervolume (HV) [50] : computes the size of the dominated space, which is also called the area under [21] : is the inverse of GD by measuring the distance from the PF true to the PF known . This metric is complementary to the GD and aims to reduce the problem when PF known has very few points, but they all are clustered together. So, this metric is affected by the distribution of the solutions of PF known comparatively to PF true . 4. Coverage (C) [50] : The coverage metric indicates the amount of the solutions within the non-dominated set of the first algorithm which dominates the solutions within the non-dominated set of the second algorithm.
Both GD and IGD metrics requires that the PF true be known. Unfortunately, for more complex problems (with bigger search spaces), as the space and flex programs, it is impossible to know PF true a priori. In these cases, instead, a reference Pareto frontier (called here PF reference ) can be constructed and used to compare algorithms regarding the Pareto frontiers they produce (as suggested in [30] ). The reference frontier represents the union of all found Pareto frontiers, resulting in a set of non-dominated solutions found. Additionally, the C metric reported in this work refers to the coverage of the optimal set PF reference , over each algorithm, indicating the amount of solutions of those algorithms that are dominated, e.g., that are not optimal.
The results of these metrics were statistically compared by using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The Wilcoxon ranksum test is a nonparametric hypothesis test that does not require any assumption on the parametric distribution of the samples. In the context of this paper, the null hypothesis states that, regarding the observed metric, two different algorithms produce equivalent Pareto frontiers. The α level was set to 0.95, and significant p values suggest that the null hypothesis should be rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis, which states that the Pareto frontiers are different.
Parameter study
Before comparing our proposed algorithms (BMOPSO-CDRHS and BMOPSO-CDR) with the baselines NSGA-II and MBHS (the main experiment), we performed a study focused on the HS parameters. Since the use of HS in multi-objective binary search spaces is new, we aimed to investigate how sensitive is the algorithm performance to its parameters as well as to find suitable parameter values for the test case selection problem. This study was based on [46] with additional values suggested in [41] .
For each of the following experiments, the algorithms were run 30 times with 200,000 objective function evaluations.
The NGC parameter
The sequential strategy in the standard HS improvises only one new candidate at each iteration and then updates the HM. On the other hand, the parallel strategy generates multiple candidates in order to update the HM at each iteration 7 . In a previous work, [38] , we adopted the parallel strategy, without performing any experiment to verify whether it is actually better than the sequential strategy in our context. In the present work, we investigated the use of both the sequential and the parallel strategy as well as the effect of the number of NGC (new generating candidates) in the optimization performance.
In our experiments, both algorithms BMOPSO-CDRHS and MBHS were evaluated using different values of NGC: 1, 10, 15, 20, and 30. We highlight that NGC = 1 corresponds to the sequential strategy. Furthermore, we fixed the values of the other HS parameters by using the same values adopted in [38] (HMS = 200, HMCR = 0.9, and PAR = 0.03). Tables 2 and 3 show the mean and standard deviation values for each metric. Additionally, we highlighted the best results in the aforementioned tables aiming to ease the reading. Furthermore, it is important to note that as we wanted to measure the effects of the number of NGC in each algorithm, we formed the PF reference using only the frontiers of each algorithm separately. Concerning the BMOPSO-CDRHS algorithm, it is possible to observe from Table 2 that for almost all metrics, the sequential strategy is outperformed by the parallel strategy. Only in three situations the sequential strategy was equal to the parallel strategy. Hence, the use of parallel strategy indeed improved the BMOPSO-CDRHS algorithm. Furthermore, we can point out that the value of NGC = 30 was always the best parameter settings in statistical terms. Thus, NGC = 30 is recommended and used as the default value in the next sections.
Differently, we can see in Table 3 that the parallel strategy had not the same impact on the MBHS as on the BMOPSO-CDRHS. The sequential strategy for most of the cases was as good as the parallel strategy. In fact, NGC = 1 (sequential strategy) in some situations was better than some values of parallel strategy (NGC > 1). Despite of that, we choose the value of NGC = 20 as the default value to be used in the next sections because it was the one that most appeared among the best statistical results. 
The HMCR and PAR parameters
The HMCR and PAR parameters are important parameters of the HS algorithm as they control the trade-off between finding globally and locally improved solutions. Ideally there is a combination of these values that improve the optimization ability of the HS algorithm. Because of that, we investigated the influence of these two parameters simultaneously. In our experiments, HMCR was tunned from 0.3 to 0.9 with increment 0.2 and PAR was set within {0.03 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9}. Figures 1, 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 present the results obtained by the BMOPSO-CDRHS and the MBHS considering all evaluation metrics and benchmarks adopted and by varying the parameters HMCR and PAR. As it can be observed, the choice of HMCR had a bigger impact on the quality of the solutions than the choice of PAR. For all metrics, the best results were obtained when HMCR = 0.9 for both BMOPSO-CDRHS and MBHS algorithms. Concerning the PAR parameter, we point out that there was not a single value that was the best for all situations. In the remaining experiments, we adopted PAR = 0.5 (for BMOPSO-CDRHS) and PAR = 0.3 (for MBHS) since they were observed more often among the best statistical results. It is important to highlight that the best parameter settings observed in our experiments were sometimes different from the default parameter values suggested in previous work in the HS literature [38, 46] and [41] . The previous experiments supported finding parameter values that are more suitable to the multi-objective test case selection problem.
Main experiment
In this section, we evaluated whether the proposed binary multi-objective algorithms were competitive against baseline methods such as the well-known NSGA-II and other binary MBHS.
In this experiment, all algorithms were run 30 times with a total of 200,000 objective function evaluations. The BMOPSO-CDR and the hybrid BMOPSO-CDRHS algorithms used 20 particles, mutation rate of 0.5, ω linearly decreases from 0.9 to 0.4, constants C 1 and C 2 1.49, maximum velocity of 4.0, and EA's size of 200 solutions. These values are the same used in [44] and represent generally used values in the literature. Regarding the HS parameters, we used the recommended values from the parameter study: NGC = 30, HMCR = 0.9, and PAR = 0.5 for BMOPSO-CDRHS; NGC = 20, HMCR = 0.9, and PAR = 0.3 for MBHS. The NSGA-II algorithm, in turn, used a mutation rate of 1/population size, crossover rate of 0.9, and population size of 200 individuals. As the NSGA-II and MBHS algorithms do not use an external archive to store solutions, we decided to use the population size and HMS of 200 solutions to permit a fair comparison. This way, all the algorithms are limited to a maximum of 200 nondominated solutions.
Results
The results of the metrics for each algorithm are shown in Table 4 where the best results are highlighted in order to ease the reading. Differently from the parameter study, here we want to compare the algorithms with each other, so the PF reference (used to calculate the GD, IGD, and C metrics) was formed by the Pareto frontiers of all algorithms.
From Table 4 , we can see that the BMOPSO-CDRHS outperformed the other algorithms for almost all the metrics and benchmarks (excepting three situations). It is possible to observe, from the HV metric, that the BMOPSO-CDRHS dominates bigger objective space areas when compared to the others. Furthermore, the GD values obtained by the algorithm show that its Pareto frontiers have better convergence to the optimal Pareto frontier (represented by the PF reference ). Additionally, the results obtained by considering the IGD metric show that its Pareto frontiers are also well distributed comparatively to optimal Pareto set (except on the gzip and space programs). Finally, the coverage metric indicates that the BMOPSO-CDRHS algorithm was the least dominated algorithm by the optimal Pareto set, hence several of its solutions are within the optimal frontier (except on the integration suite). Furthermore, we point out that the type of testing scenario does not impact in the results of the experiments.
In addition to aforementioned results, we also state that the hybrid mechanism indeed improved the BMOPSO-CDR algorithm, and that the BMOPSO-CDRHS selection algorithm is a competitive multi-objective algorithm. It is also important to highlight that the MBHS algorithm outperformed, for almost all cases, the NSGA-II and the BMOPSO-CDR algorithms. Thus, the MBHS is also suitable to the problem and further studies can be performed in order to improve its performance.
Conclusions
In this work, we propose a new hybrid algorithm by combining the Harmony Search algorithm into the binary multi-objective PSO for TC selection. The main contribution of the current work was to investigate whether this hybridization can improve the multiobjective PSO both branch/functional requirements coverage and execution cost. Furthermore, we performed a parameter study in order to verify the appropriate parameter settings for the HS search operators. We highlight that the hybrid binary multi-objective PSO with Harmony Search was only investigated by [38] (our previous work) in the context of TC selection. Besides, the developed selection algorithms can be adapted to other test selection criteria and are not limited to two objective functions. Furthermore, we expect that the good results can also be obtained in other application domains.
In the performed experiments, the hybrid algorithm (BMOPSO-CDRHS) was the best one when compared to the BMOPSO-CDR, MBHS, and NSGA-II algorithms for almost all metrics and benchmarks adopted for structural and functional test. Hence, we conclude that hybridization indeed improved the former BMOPSO-CDR algorithm and the hybrid algorithm is a competitive multi-objective search strategy.
As future work, we can point the investigation of other hybrid strategies and perform the same experiments on a higher number of programs in order to verify whether the obtained results are equivalent to those presented here, and also whether these results can be extrapolated to other testing scenarios. Also we will perform a more complete parameter study with more settings as well with more specific aspects of the PSO. 1 However, note that 100 % of code coverage do not ensure the total absence of faults, since the same code may correctly process a number of inputs and incorrectly process different inputs. Similarly, for functional testing, the total coverage of the requirements or use cases does not guarantee absence of faults in the SW. 2 Note that the aforementioned deterministic strategies do not address the multi-objective TC selection problems; they only work with a single selection criterion. 3 We followed in this paper the nomenclature of HS presented in [41] . 4 See [44] for more details on the Roulette Wheel with Crowding Distance mechanism. 5 This value was found by trial and error and further formal investigation will be performed in order to verify its influence. 6 These suites were created by test engineers of the Motorola CIn-BTC (Brazil Test Center) research project. 7 For more details about the sequential and parallel strategies, see [46] .
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